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EDITORIAL
When the second year
of CauSci is coming to
an end, it’s time for a
brief update.
The
international
workshop, Causation in
Physics, was held at
UMB in September and
the next event CauPsy
is already planned. You
will find the description
and call for abstract in
this newsletter.
One event that was not
part of the original
CauSci plan was a miniworkshop in Bodø
(North Norway) on
Causation in Medicine.
The PhilSci forum also
has a new organiser!

CAUMED
BODØ IN MAY Inspired by some of the
talks from last year’s CauBio event, a miniworkshop was organised in Bodø,
dedicated solely to Causation in Medicine.
THE CAUMED GROUP consists of (from the
left) Stephen Mumford, Rani Lill Anjum,
Thor Eirik Eriksen, Svein Anders Noer Lie
and Roger Kerry. Advisors were Anders
Lindseth and Johan Arnt Myrstad from the
University of Nordland.
RESULT The workshop resulted in the
paper ‘Causation and Evidence-Based
Practice: A Philosophical View’, in Journal
of Evaluation of Clinical Practice, special issue
on the philosophy of medicine and health
care; a paper on the aetiological and
ontological challenges of medically
unexplained symptoms (MUS), as well as
the
research
proposal
Philosophical
Foundations for Understanding Causality and
Complexity in Medicine.

CAUPHY
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM AT UMB The
workshop Causation in Physics – Temporality,
Modality and Reduction took place in the beginning
of September. It was the second of four planned
workshops for the CauSci project.
INVITED SPEAKERS were Ragnar Fjelland, Carl
Hoefer, Mauricio Suarez, Iñaki San Pedro, Allen
Stairs, Dagfinn Døhl Dybvig, Thor Sandmel,
Arnt Myrstad, Anita Leirfall, Henrik Zinkernagel
and Stephen Mumford. Mauro Durato and
Sigurd Tønnessen were also invited but had to
cancel.
PHD COURSE As part of the CauPhy workshop a
PhD course was organised. Students from
Turkey, Israel, Spain and Norway participated.
Ragnar Fjelland and Stephen Mumford gave
introduction lectures on the course day. In
addition the students had one-to-one
supervisions with the speakers on the final day
of the workshop.
BEAUTIFUL UMB We were lucky with the
weather these early September days and inbetween talks we had time for a brief tour on
campus guided by Fredrik.
THE AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM was the ideal venue
for the event. Sidsel and her team at the
museum were perfect hosts and assisted with
everything from meals to technical support.
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION Dagfinn (photo)
impressed us with a presentation using multiple
flip-overs. Goodbye, PowerPoints!

CAUPHY

EVENT
International symposium, UMB, 16-17 April 2013
THE METAPHYSICS OF FREE WILL
EMPOWERMENT, AGENCY AND FREEDOM
Does our freedom consist in us being causes of our own
action? Would such freedom be threatened if we were bound
by laws of nature? And do such laws constrain only our
bodies but not our thoughts?
The ancient problem of free will rests on a number of
metaphysical assumptions concerning what are causes, laws,
powers, properties and actions. Reductionist scientific
theories such as neuropsychology and genetic determinism
seem to suggest that neurons or genes are making our choices
for us and are indeed the real agents. But does it even make
sense to ascribe intentions, choices or agency to such entities?
This symposium will focus on the metaphysical issues around
the problem of free will and explore the prospects for its
metaphysical solution. The aim of the event is to (i) critically
examine the ontological orthodoxies of this debate and (ii)
explore the potential of the dispositions ontology as a better
foundation for free will and agency.
How should we see agents as properly empowered and would
them being so require that they violate the laws of nature?
Both determinism and indeterminism seem to threaten our
freedom. A world in which everything must be either
necessary or purely contingent seems to offer little prospect
of free will.
This international symposium will aim to explore whether a
metaphysics of powers is able to offer an adequate account of
our freedom that is neither deterministic nor indeterministic.

UMB
PHILSCI
FORUM
PROGRAM 2012 This year has been an active
one at the PhilSci forum. Invited speakers
were David Berry from Swansea, UK, Ragnar
Fjelland (bottom right) from SVT, Bergen,
Olvar Bergland (bottom left) from HH
UMB, Anita Leirfall (bottom middle) from
Bergen, Lars-Göran Johansson (right) from
Lund, Sweden and Mark Bickhard from (in
chair far right) from Lehigh University, USA.
PODCAST The talks are available on our
webpage
umb.no/causci/article/philsciforum
as PowerPoint
presentations,
handouts or podcasts.
NEW ORGANISER This autumn Elias Nunez
(right, in black UMB T-shirt) has taken over
the responsibility for the UMB PhilSci
forum. The result is clear: more international
speakers and a larger audience. We have also
seen more students, which we are very happy
about.
THE PHILSCI FORUM is organised by CauSci and
HH UMB and the talks are open for everyone.

